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ABSTRACY

This report considers the prublem of electromagnetic

coupling between the interior and exterior of cylindrical

missile bodies due to apertures in the missile body. Ex-

pressions are derived which can be used to determine the

electromagnetic field at any point (interior and exterior)

in terms of a field incident to the missile.
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SECTION I

I. Introduction

It is possible for microwave energy to enter the cavity

formed by the missile body through an opening or aperture in the

missile body. The microwave energy may then induce a current in

the squib and its wiring and cause a hazardous condition. There-

fore, in order to evaluate the HERO problem at microwave fre-

quencies, it is necessary to relate the field incident to the

missile to the current induced in the squib.

It is the purpose of this work to relate the field incident

to the missile to the field on the inside of the missile in terms

of the aperture of the missile body. To simplify the problem,

the missile shall be considered as an infinitely long cylinder

with a radius, a. In a later work, the missile shall be treated

as a closed cavity. The walls of the cylinder shall be considered

to be perfectly conducting and have an infinitesimal thickness.

The cylinder has an aperture of rectangular shape which is bounded

axially by the planes Z = Z, and Z = -Z, and bounded in azimuth

by the planes = 0 and 6 = (b2. The cylinder, aperture, and

coordinate system are shown in Fig. 1-1; the aperture is denoted

by -r and the conducting surface as ,.
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(p 61 z)
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FIG. 1-1
CONDUCTING CYLINDER WITH APERTURE



SECTION II

2.1 Theory of Diffraction

Finding the field inside the cylinder in terms of the field

incident on the cylinder is a problem in diffraction. A mathe-

matically exact solution of the diffraction problem should satisfy

the following requirementsI:

a. The total field must be a solution of Maxwell's equa-

tions.

b. On the surface of the conducting cylinder, a, the con-

dition of field continuity requires that

n x -- 0 (Ia)

nH 0 (1b)

where T is a unit vector, normal to the cylinder and

directed into the cylinder.

c. All the components of the electromagnetic field must be

continuous in crossii.g the aperture from the space

p > a to Lhe space p. < a.

The electromagnetic field, E and H, at any point in space,

is split up into an incident field, EI and H1 , a reflected field,

Er and Hr, associated with the reflected wave that exists when

the cylinder is complete, and a perturbed field, E and pdue

iBekefi, G., Diffraction of Electromagnetic Waves by an Aperture
in an Infinite Screen, Eaton Electronics Research Lab., McG-Il --

University, Montreal, Canada, TR No. 22, Contract No. AF 19(122)-
81; September 1952.
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to the aperture alone. The field in the space p > a is:

El=Ei + Er + EP I(2a)

H, -Hi + Hr + HPI (2b)

and the field in the space p < a is:

i = ;(3a)L2 P2

H 2 HP 2  (sb)

The subscripts 1 and 2 denote the space p > a and p < a re-

spectively. The continuity conditions in the aperture, r, are

fulfilled if
2:

SEp 2 
= - n " Ep (4a)

x Hp 2  = --F x HP 2  (4b)

As a result of these relationships, it can be shown that

within the aperture the components of H parallel to the cylinder

and the components of E normal to the cylinder are to be identi-

fied with the respective components of the incident radiation.

2 Silver, S., University of California, Antenna Laboratory,
Berkely, California, TR No. 163; 1949.
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SECTION III

3.1 The Perturbed Field

The perturbed field is that portion of the total field due

to the aperture. To find the perturbed field, the tangential

electric field in the opening of the cylinder is assumed to be

E46  (a, 4h, Z) = f, (€, Z) = F, ($) G, (Z) (5a)

EZ  (a, 4, Z) = f2  ('4, Z) = F2  (46) G2  (Z) (5b)

An expression can now be found for the Hertzian vector of the

magnetic type, 1p , for the perturbed field. The inhomogeneous

wave equation is3

2 - * 2

V r kp = (5)

where

k w " C
I - -

M j (n x E)= density of the distribution
J CO of magnetic moment.

Dividing Eq. (6) into vector components gives three partial dif-

ferential equations for the vector components of thc Hertzian

vector in terms of the electric field in the opening. The equa-

tions are:

3Stratton, J.A., Electromagnetic Theory, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

Inc., New York, N.Y., p. 3U; 191.
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2,VipP * i'p IfP2nP _ ~2 H p

p cp p 2  a P (

+ (k2 P' - 2 (7a)

P2D P2-o2 0

I2 Mip,, F2 (0) G2 (Z)
1k 2 --1 + --- ~(p.-a) (7 b)

B 1 pz I )r P z I rp z Z 211p*
+ -+ + -

0 P 2  0- Z

+ k 2 r1 F I G2~ ( pZ) -a) (7c)

The components of flp which satisfy Eqs. (7) must satisfy the

boundary conditions that the tangential electric field vanishes

on the conducting surface, and is equal to the electric field

In the opening. That is

11M j npo l IWI*f 0 on o

)I Ez (a,, 4, Z) on -r (8a)
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(a0 kZ on ob

Once the Hertzian vector has been found, the electric and mag-

netic field components of the perturbed field can be found from

EP = -j w 4 (V x ri(9a)

P= V x V x NP(9b)
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SECTION IV

4.1 Diffraction by an Aperture in a Hollow Cyl.Jnder

Equations will now be found which can be used to solve the

diffraction problem. Two cases will be considered. The first

case is polarization of the incident wave parallel to the axis

of the cylinder; the second case is polarization transverse to

the axis of the cylinder.

4.1.1 Incident Polarization Parallel to Cylinder

The incident electromagnetic wave traveling in the positive

x direction is

E = k E0 e- kx (10)

with the harmonic time variation, e -  
, understood. Expanding

into cylindrical coordinates gives

El k k E 7 En (-J)n cos n J, (kp)(
n--o

where

to =  i, en 2 (n $ 0)

Jn (kp) is the Bessel function of the first kind,
order n.

The reflected wave is given by a similar series,
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-0,.-)nJn (ka)
Er = -k Eo -, n j -) tf, % 0 Cn) H (2) (kp) (12)

n o Hn  (ka

where H(2) (kp) is the IHankel function of the second kind.

The magnetic field components of the incident and reflected

fields can be found from H - 7 x E

Hi + Hr j sk P c (kP)

jk77 ~ ='on i ~j

Jn (ka) + ''1  kp

Hn (2) (kp) + t k cos n d (kp)
Hn(2)(ka) L

J (ka) (2) ])

H (2)(k a ) n/"

The boundary condition; require that the tangential magnetic

components of the electromagnetic field be continuous across the

opening . This requires that

p---a H p-- a Hz 2  (!}4a)

Pr --o a rnp

p--a Hj = p--ia H02  (I14b)
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From Eqs. (2), (3), (4) and (13), the relationships in

Eq. (14) become

1 p z pIp Z 321*O

+ -- { 0

P Z1

k a T, rl n n  (k a)

!lp + llp 1 % 4 ) -±/'_p 4

! i I 3d2 ri

p - +- I

3, p ,- , (b- Z2  P2(15b)

Equations (15) together with Eqs. (7) form a system of equations

from which the Hertzian vector of the perturbed field and the

field in the aperture may be found.

4.1.2 Incident Polarization Transverse to Cylinder

The incident wave traveling in the positive x direction is

E -J Eo e-JkX (16)
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If the same analysis is followed as in the previous case, the

equations for continuity of the tangential. magnetic field across

the opening become

* 1 / 2"I z *g

1 M - I _P* P + - -a2 ___3 __
p --- - a - Z p

z P. z' r2ip 4 "a2 rip"S- 0

aP- q 'a- P (17a)

jEo - En (-J)f cos n

k a Y I H (2 )i a
n o .9

urn2[_ __

p2 (. P z I P + z

+ D21p P -3 2,1 z

D p Z aP 2  (17b)
)

Equations (17), together with Eqs. (7), form a system of

equations from which the Hertzian vector of the perturbed field

and the field in the aperture may be found.
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SECTION V

5.1 Application of Equations

ITL is possible to apply the equations developed in this

work to find the electromagnetic field inside a circular cylinder

in terms of the field incident to the cylinder. The equations

can also be applied to find the total field external to the mis-

sile, i.e., the reflected and perturbed field in addition to the

incident field.

Further effort will be carried out to extend this method to

cylinders with finite lengths and closed interiors.
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